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												Highly Qualified Faculty

												Unlock your full potential with our highly qualified faculty, experts in their field ready to guide you on your academic journey!

											

										

										
											
												
													
												

												Placement 

												From the classroom to the boardroom, Our College sets you up for success with a placement program that connects you to top employers in your field!

											

										

										
											
												
													
												

												Value added courses

												Elevate your education and set yourself apart from the competition with our unique value-added courses - giving you the skills and knowledge to succeed in today's job market!

											

										

									

									
										
											
												
													
												

												Mentor-Mentees

												To achieve more from a mentor, our mentor-mentee program pairs you with mentor for providing guidance, support in all types of academic and personal problems.

											

										

										
											
												
													
												

												Creating leading professionals

												Shape the future, be a leader. Our college is dedicated to creating leading professionals, equipped with the skills and knowledge to excel in their chosen field

											

										

										
											
												
													
												

												Pollution free campus

												Breathe easy, learn better. Our pollution-free campus provides a healthy and sustainable environment for your education.
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If you hear a voice within you say ‘you cannot paint,’ then by all means paint, and that voice will be silenced.


Ms. Piu Chakarborthy, B.Tech(CSE)
BRIDGESTONE INDIA





	




Do not Settle for good...Demand Great And JBIT is the right place to dream great with best of your capacity.


Mr. Santanu Garai, B.Tech(ME)
GDPCL INDIA PVT. LTD.





	




I want to give some messages for my juniors-For success you need a goal, for goal, you need vision, for vision you need a passion .so your road to success begins with passion be passionate.


Mr. Ankit Negi, B.Tech(EE)
INTEX INDIA PVT. LTD.





	




Phenomenal faculties at JBIT have helped me to discover my true potential and have given me unique opportunities which have helped me to prepare for the various challenges of life.


Mr. Sachin Chaubey, B.Tech(EC)
USTECH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD, NOIDA





	




In this land of competition, career choice and job satisfaction don’t complement each other. But, JBIT has just provided me that and I am indebted to them for such a selfless favour to a budding an engineer.


Vikas Anand, B.Tech(ME)
ION EXCHANGE INDIA LTD.





	




I am particularly thankful to the Placement Division that has done so much for us. I have been placed in Basware Corporation, a great organization that has made its name in the field of product development.


Anubhav Goel, B.Tech(CS)
BASWARE CORPORATION INDIA LTD.





	




It's an awesome feeling to get selected in the worlds no.1 IT giant, International Business Machine (IBM). It's just require strong patience, a boost of passion and a zeal to bring happiness in your parents life and face of your well wishers.


Sayantan Sinha, B.Tech(EE)
MYSIS SOFTWARE INDIA PVT. LTD, BANGLORE





	




It is not needful for our dreams to be neither very grand nor very big. It is only needful for our dreams to be very shiny.” Thanks JBIT for making me as one of the best performer in my organisation.


Siddhant Roy, B.Tech(EC)
IMS PEOPLE, AHMADABAD





	




Each day brings new life, new strength, new dreams and new hope. May you find courage, confidence and hope to reach out for your dreams.


Shailesh Negi, B.Tech(EC)
GLOBALLOGIC





	




Your dreams are your destiny. Explore the paradise of dreaming high. You will be amazed.


Tanu Tomer, B.Tech(EC)
PAYTM





	




We all have dreams. But in order to make dreams come into reality, it takes an awful lot of determination, dedication, self-discipline, and effort.


Anjali Chaudhary, B.Tech(EC)
E-TEAM, NOIDA





	




I would dedicate to my achievement to my parents. My teachers & my friends. They have always been my source of inspiration. I have always looked up to them whenever I have failed; they were the ones who believed in me when even I did not believe in myself.


Sandeep Chakarborthy, B.Tech(CS)
PAYTM





	




As a College, JBIT believed in developing young people with a strong sense of self-worth, knowledge and self-discipline who serve others and make a difference in our community.


Rohit Viswakarma, B.Tech(Civil)
PROMAC ADVISORS PVT. LTD.





	




I feel humbled and whole heatedly thank the Institute for giving me this excellent opportunity and the first stepping stone from which I wish to rise to great heights and make my Institute proud.


Mayank Semwal, B.Tech(ME)
QH TALBROZE PVT. LTD.





	




Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember, you have within you the strength, the patience, and the passion to reach for the stars to change the world.


Jitendra Kumar, B.Tech(ME)
BRIDGESTONE, INDIA





	




My journey of education as a JBIAN was memorable. The opportunities and the hopes that my faculties had on me that one day I would be a part of big organization had been successfully paid to some extent.


Anshul Sharma, B.Tech(ME)
MOTHERSON SUMI PVT. LTD.





	




It doesn't matters what your educational background is....if you are questing for success no one can stop you from that.


Rajendra Kumar, B.Tech(ME)
TVS TYRES





	




I am grateful to my college which has given me the chance to strengthen my personality, identify my weakness and has led to my holistic development.


Kanika Sachdeva, B.Tech(EC)
WIPRO LTD.





	




My juniors you all are very much potential and I know the way you all are going very well and the days are not far when JBIT would be having numerous feathers like u all to put in its cap of success.


Mukul Satyawati, B.Tech(EC)
STERIA INDIA PVT. LTD.





	




It feels very special to inspire someone with what you have achieved. When one door closes the other opens, but we often look so regretfully at the closed door. And we do not see the one which has opened for us.


Pradeep Kumar, B.Tech(ME)
SCHEIDER ELECTRIC PVT. LTD.





	




I just wanted to say thanks to JBIT for constantly encouraging me every step of the way. You truly did the impossible as I honestly could not imagine having achieved what I did, without your guidance. You inspired me to be a better person.


Pradeep Kumar, B.Tech(CS)
LIVE TECHNICIAN, TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.





	




In last decade several newer sectors have emerged as best career choice for youths, JBIT is the place where you will get opportunities to be part of cutting-edge technologies and trends of the industry.


Chandrika Pant, B.Tech(CS)
TRANSCEND SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.





	




To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe.


Shilpy Dubey, B.Tech(EE)
ZEPTECH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.





	




The secret to success in that there is no secret to success. You just need to work hard. Life is all about chances and opportunities. Never leave anything to chance and never let an opportunity get away.


Ankur Mishra, B.Tech(ME)
TATA MOTORS
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                              JB Institute of Technology is ranked amongst the best Pvt. Engineering colleges in Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India, to inspire you with a fresh insight into the world around you and unlock your potential to make the most of your career.
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